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*MARINE CONCEPT: -3.2

The American Lobster
Marine organisms are adapted to their environ;

ments in different ways. ,
3.21

Marine organisms are adapted develop-

mentally, structurally functionally and
behaviorally to their environments:
4.1

The marine environment has affected the course
of history and the development of human Cultures.
4.11

Proximity to the oceans and the availability of marine resources have influenced
the cultures of many societies.
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INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

At the conclusion of this unit, each student should be'able to
1.

Distinguish the American Lobster, HOMARUS AMERICANUS, from other
crustaceans.
Identify five parts/Ion a lobster.

3.- Describe the life cycle of the lobster.
4.

Describe how the lobsterman "fishes" for the lobster.

5.

Describe the required skills of at least Mg types of jobs
related to lobstering.

6.

Construct a craft item having todo with lobstering.

7.

Cook a lobster or other crustacean usilig various recipes.

THE AMERICAN LOBSTER'
Teacher Background:

Introduction
AtliThe largest-phylum in the animal kingdom IS Arthropoda, which

contains animals'W

jointed legs.

The American Lobster belongs to a group of arthropods. called
Crustaceans.

The American Lobster is distinguished from other crustaceans,
such as the crabs, ,by the large abdomen.

lt,has five pairs of legs.

The first pair end in pincers and are larger than the (rest.

-

The

is on
lobster is usually right handed; that is, the _large crusher claw

the right while the pincher claw is on the left.

I

How Does the Lobster Move About?

/
While movin§ along the bottom, the lobster moves easil

the

,

tips

During this process, it keepS'its

of its ,slender crawling legs.

throuh.
large cleWs extended forward 10 reduce resistance as it moves
the water.

It must,be r4memberedthat the lobster weighs less in the

water than in air; so, its, movement.jn the' water is much more graceful
than the strained crawling we observe in the sink or-on the table.
0

I

While leisurely surveying its territory, the lob
.

2

r maintains forward

:

motion primarily through the rhythmiC beating offits swimmerets.

----t

If-

startled, or in danger, th'1. lobster can swA; rapidly by
.

.

-

=

.

.

flexing results in a fast,
h
flexing its powerful 'abdomen, j6r tail-.-.this
i
WO'
its legs Streaming behind.
bacgivard movement of ,thejobster
(
.
.

.

-*

.

.
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Where does the American Lobster 4iv'eh
.

"

The lobste r is found in the.Atlantic'cdasia l waters and in

estuaries from eastern Canada to the middfe'Atlintic coastfrom Belle
Isle in Labrador to North Carolina.

It is commonly.found in the .

waters of the New England coast where it is most abundant.

The-lobster

is a bottom dweller.: It-lives among rocks and in mud-burrows seeking'
%

the protection of seaweed, 'kelp, and Other marine growths.
,

The lobster,

.,

.

moving off"
as far as is presently known, is,reatively non ,migratory,
shore into deeper waters during the cold months, and returning to the

0

coasta' shoal's during the spring and summer months,

'Reproduction in the American Lobster
All lobsters reproduce by the physical union of two sexes.
The female can only mate shortly after' molting.
Aspecial organ called a

The febale has a

erm receptacle, where she stores the sperm'

The sperm

from the male until the eggs are ready to be extruded.

remains vital within the female's receptacle' for periods in e

i

ess of

she turns on her
,e year: When the female is ready to lay her eggs,
,

,back and flexes-her abdomen.

The eggs then flow from her genital

openinck at. the bases of .the second pair of walking leg

over the

receptacle where theoeggs are fertiliied by the previo

ly stored

.ee

sperms.

The fertilized e

s become attached by-a natural adhesive to
.

/
,...

the female's swi

rets.' The female carries these eggs until they are
t..-'
'f

hatched. ihe is called a "be cried," "seeder," or "spawn lobster!'
:

L,

.

:during this period/

4'

T4e eggs, usually are cement id in bunches to the
e

100,000,eggs
swimmerets and le fem4r le may carryfrom 9,.000 to
.

.

V
4=.

r

t/
%.J

The young
.

o through &change and after hatching bear very
.

.

little resemblance to the adult:

The little lobster has a tiny,

rounded body.

The length of time required for a typical young lobster to grow
maturity Is abogit 208 days.

it is estimated that during that period

aI lobster-will grow from a width of one twenty-fifth (1/25) of ah-inch

The life of a lobster.usuarly ranges from three to

to several inches.

fifty years or more, attaining a one pound size in four to seven years.
f.

How does the American Lobster Grow?,
The lobster is completely enjosed in amore or less continuous

hard-shelled covering, hiyged like a suit of armor.

Thi's hard shell

increased size
vis incapable of expansion; so, in order to aiFcommodate

due to growth, the lobster has to shed its shell from time to time.
It does this by backing'oUt of its shell:

obster gives warning of an approaching molt several days

The

Nblack line appears just within the lack margins of the'

in advance.

,outermost segmenti of 'the swimming 'legs.

This line changes, to white

then to red twb.or three days before the Molt.

Fishermen call the

lobster in'this condition a-ushedder.1!
e

At'tbe moment of molting the top shell

(carapace) begins to
/'"

:

in each side of the
, move away from the abdomen and a crack appears

shell going almost-to the mouth.

111.

Stick, out through t1-4 gap.

The back part of the body begins to

At this time, the lobster.usualries

buit can swim quite actively if disturIqa.

remainder

1

carapace is
of the molting process requires about fifteen minutes. .The

taw

lifted higher and the rear
.

_

.

alIving legs beginto be withdrawn:

lr

7.

The.only time the female lobster can be impregnate is when she

has freed herself completely from her old shell.

The'lobs ter remains

has
soft for a short time only, for within 48 hours the new .shell

hardened.

Molting is an exhausting process and dangerous as well because
the lobster.is defenseless at this time.
How,Doe s the American Lobster Locate Food and Eat It?

The American Lobster has two kinds of organs of special sense:
hairs.
a pair of eyes and two pair of antennae covered with sensory

Though tile eyes are prominent because of their size, the lobster's
Like.

vision may, not be very. keen and not very useful in bright light..

with perhaps
the eyes of insects; those of the lobster are compound,

as many as 14,000 tenses.

There are suggestions, however, that differ.1

different
ent facets on. the. lobster's compound eye are sensitive to
light intensities.

-This' might mean that_the lobster's sight is more

effective tkap previously thought.
.

The function of smelling is performed by the olfactory hairs,
the
which are found all .over the lobster's body with concentrations on

first antennae and mouth parts.

These hairs, are sensitive to chemital
°

and tactile stimuli.

prey or f

As the currents send fine particles from live

decaying organic matter, these olfactory hairs catch the

scent and lead the lobster to its food.

The- lfs er uses its pincers

to rip and tear its food and push it into its mouth.

Regrowth of Limbs
place.
A lbbster can cast off a limb and grow. a new' one in its

This -seryes as a means of escape- from its enemies.

The growth of a

the scar
new limb begins'alt once with the formation of a bud beneath
left by the breaking off of the old limb.

The bud takes on the shape

of a limb,,indistinguishable'from the former limb after a fewpolts.
The American Lobster as Food For People
D"

The lobster fisheries of Maine yielded a catch of over 21.4
These are exclusively lobsters Ealled "selects"

million pounds in 1964.

which are lobsters caught inshore and which weigh under three pounds.
The most abundant size in this group is the "chicken" lobster which has

just molted into the legal minimum size.

"Chickens" weight,onepounid;

Some states allow the taking.of large lobsters from offshore

or less.

waters by- draggers.

Maine prohibits this.

Lobsters cvght inshore, are caught in lobster traps set on the
ocean floor from 50 feet to miles apart in from 5 to 50 fathoms of
water- () fathom = 6 feet).

The traps are usu

cuttings to att-act the lobster.

lye.

baited with fish

ili

A new pellete

bait. is currently

being developed which could be more convenient and less expensive.

a

The

21.4 million lobsters caught in 1964 was the effort Of 754,000 traps.
Lobsters may be placed in lobster cars or lobster floats to
await sale.

These-are large-, compartmentalized wooden boxes which

lobstermen moor near their boats.
sections.

The lobster car is divided into

The lobsters are checked for'shell condition and size and

put into appropriate compartments.

Some lobsters are held in lobster

pounds, which attempt to provide a "natural home," and fed until sent
to market.

Lobster pounds are sometimes 'dammed off coves along 'the.

naturally cleansed by
coast of Maine.. They have the advantage of being
the changes in tide.
4

The risk 'of disease among .lobsters stored in

pounds is-high, however;. so, the lobsterman runsthe constant risk of

losing his catch while hotding them awaiting the.hTgher price,of winter.

MO.

Lobster Fishing 0_obstering)

,Along the Maine and New Hampshire coasts, people fish for
lobsters in the continental shelf waters-.

Although most of this fishing

takes place during the spring., summer, and early fa ,J1 months, some

lobstermen tend traps throughout the cold, Maine

ter months.

The

Lobstermen on 'Monhegan Island, for example, have-established. a closed

season forthe Monhegan Island area.
July

That closed season extends from

to December 31, meaning that lobsters can only be caught in thoA,

exposed waters from January

1

to June30 each year,

That.certainly

discourages the occasional 14obsterman.

Lobstermen set and tend traps from boats that range from 12'
skiffs with outboard motors to hearty "Jonesport" and "Novi" boats 40'
engines.
or more in length, generallyxpowered by large, V-8 gasoline
Y>.

These fishermen and boats work from a handful of traps for the parttime lobsterman to 300, or more, for the full-time fisherman with a
large-boat and a sternmen:

The wooden traps, which are often home -made,

the danger of
_are usually set out in the early to late'srring after
destructive winter storms.has

passed.

These traps are often_ lowered

feels
into the water surrounding ledges and shoals where the lobsterman

lobsters are living.

The wooden trap is ballasted with concrete in

which the fisherman has ciritten his name and his license number,
/

The.

trap has an opening hatch on the top which permits the lobster

to

bait and empty his trap.

It has 'a large opening at one' end which is

filled with the funnel-shaped headnet.

This net permits lobsters to

1

10

t

-;
.

.crawl

9

4

i n, ,but not out.

And, effective January. I,' 19791,'this trap must

have.either two circular escape vents 2 1/4P in diameter, or one I 3/4"
These vents, or holes, will perMit small

X-6" rectangular vent.

those of "keeping"
lobsters to esa4e from the trap while retaining
size.

smaller,
This, new;..measure may help. reduce the cannabalizing,of
'

lobster* in the trap; f)t Wilrreduce the exposureof
;

lobstersiby.karg
-'

..

!'i.

bottom
small lobsters tO\predation by eelimiA'ing the long drop to.the
.\

'

after being thrown-from:the trap.

1

Dbring this dr4, small lobsters were

often eaten, dr injUred, by dogfish,amd-cod.
attache
The trap's.poSition is marked,by.a color-coded buoy
rope usually of hemp or polYprqprierle.

o the trap with-pot-warp,

Th

hxa toggle-rbuoY
ot-Warp is kept more or less-vertical in the water
=
attached between the_marker buoy and the trap.

is often an

The 'togg

empty .bottle, or a small net float.

Befoi-e putting the trap overboard,sthe lobsterman baits the
trap.

preferences,
The bait will vary depending'upon the lobsterman's

,,,,the season,

anethe av

is usually,placed

In Eastern Maine, the bait

lability of bait.

smil-net bait bags and -tied into, the traps.

Western Mainewhenredfish racks. (carcasses) are available,

In'

these 'fish

through the eye
carcasses are tied into die traps with i line running
sockets.

bedh'set for a day, or sometimes more, the

After the trap 1-14
.

usually done using a
lobsterman hauls. the trap_onto his boat:, This is
_ -

winch head powered'\y

the boat's engine, put.ssome lObstermen with

'

The "keepers" get

mailer boats' and fewer traps haul them up by hand.

rubberbandS'to prevent
heir claws .pegged, or banded with large
.

-

.
..

.

.

.

.

the "shorts" are
damaging fights in the lobster car, or pound; while,

'

13

)
..

..

..

.-

.
thrown overboard to continue . growing., ,Female lobsters which ape
.
.

.

et

"seeders"-

or

"berried" are marked and returned' to the sea. _Thes-e tale .
..

females: with eggs attache

lobsierran-cots several

to the. unders ides of their abdomens.:r The

fins of the

-shaped2notches in

-

she-"seeder " with, his knife._ This ale.rts others who may catch her that

0
is a 'Oroductive-female, and that

1

4

There is a

should be thrown-back.

t.

...

of
fine, 'or jail seotence as .punishment for those found in possession

egg-bearipg lobsters.

Crabs and urchins are removed from the ;traps and either returned
.

.

-

I

,

-to the sea; or kepi depending on the ayoilable-merke-t.

The lobsterma

then rebaits the trap and sets it once again in the same location i'f
,i
.
,
,
if
he
isn't:
happy wi(till its production, or elsewhere

,

he's

,

.1,.

which
With fall and the increasing risk of severe winter storms,
dash tr.ape against the rocks' or was

them to' sea,' the Jobsterman hauls

his traps and takes them ashore for

inter storage.and repait.

if

Commercial Route of the Lobster
his lobster
At the day's end, the lobsterman, dumps his catch into

car, or pound (most lobstermen donot have pounds, only 40
along the Maine and New Hampshire coasts).
/

- 50

exist

He .keeps them ther'e awaiting

,

.,,

42either a convenient time to sell them/ to the wholesaler, the 'lobster-

:--

c

4'

I'

men's cooperative, or awaiting a timerwhen the price is slightly more
favorable.
1

Lobstermen v4ith -pounds may even buy lobsters from other fisherfeed. th
-men at the going wholesale price and store and

of higher prides during the winter months when supply
high.

t.

a

tat

t

.

14

in anticipation
is low and p'rices

a

4

12

pspOr.ts and` d is tri bptes -obsters to

The whole-s,:a,1,0,1-pyee -then

retail oufl,ets,., or tc+,other c..rtioleSalers_ who transport fobs trs even
greater distarcCres...` Witheach ensuing sale,. and with each additional
N' 4:1.

to the consumer. in_mile to itranspbrtationRkthe price' of the lobster
.i,
IS .author has seen /I ive M a ine lobsters on . sa le
creases -For example
,

..

.

.

Y,

.

in Florida for $15. 5/p,ound at the same time they were available ror
$1:89/pound from fishermesal-fing'reiail along the Main&-coast.,

p,:,

Thjs web-of'sales, trans:pOrtat ion and preparation with:its

.
escalatirig.-costs piovides

.

interesting`possibilities for arithmetic

7\

exercises as' later suggestectiektrciSes will demonstrate.
The. Lbbsterman Off-Season

t

'

-

1

".Late in the fat.g.'aftele.allhe traps are hauled out, some
-.

s

c"
'.i.,,,;
,
lobstermen will -rerig their boats-,to go scallop dragging, while othrs

.y

)
w i 11 haul their boats up for _the winter:' Those hauled up may tae set
the high water Mark with
in cradle. at high tid4:(e9d drag 0':up_aboye
..
1

.

,

4

tractorsor trucks- after
.

.

tike''tide:;.,11.;

§on-ectut, or they may *set

on,...''
;.*
<,'

cradles and dragged up marine railways'.''Whj le the bkat is out-for the

winter, the lobsterman has a

r
chance to clean her bottom,/paint the boat,

and overhaul the en4ne and 'runniklg gear

the lobsterman Ilso has to mend his trapS.

During the -winter months,

Rotten, or broken slats are

replaced wi th. new ones, and the pot-warp; toggle's

,

and buoys cam, also

,_

and replaced as necessary.

Inevitably, traps have been lost, in eforms, or ha e, been lost
when the buoy and toggle were cut from tkeliOt-warp, perlf,Os- by
paSsin.g powerboat.
these..

The lobsterman must build new traps to replace

He mur -also replace those which have outlived their usefulness,

.15

.'.

13
.9

e

as Rroducirig traps and may lest be sold to tourists.

The lobsterman

often buys his trap stock 'from- sawyers. who specialize in producing
lobster, trap stock and then ,constructs his on traps.

He pours .the

cement ballast into the .trap bottom and .writes,his *he and license

The head nets must then be

,

number in it whi le Lt

i

unset:
.still
t

:%,

installed.

These can be purchased, but many fishermen knit their own,
A,'

.

..

'..

.

N

.

.

'1

buoys are mad :Trom
or have Members of their families knit them.,.. New

woodcut nearby, or purahasedfmade of plastics.

These buoys ate

painted with the lobsterman's own distinctive color cods and branded
-

with 'his

1 icen

number.

They are then affixed to the pot-warp along

with the. toggle.

7

-

,/--"^

With luck,. and the many ski l Is possessed. by thee robs termn;'

2

fish
the.bOat and gear arelready by spring for another season .of

a.

ti

a

t?.
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.SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I.

Read Finest Kind O'Day by Bruce McMilter4to the class:.

.

B.

1;.

.

Lippincott Co., 1970.

,.

.

..

I

Th. Have students' answer the followThg questions about Finest Kind
.

O'Day:
7

1.

A..

.What are the dutigs of a sternmen in.a lobster boat?

2.

Why do the lobsterme

3.

What reason did Brett'

usually only lObsterduring the summer?
father have for Wanting Brett to be

able to row 4 times around the island.before he was allowed
to row to town?--s.
ir'

Why do lobstermen raint their...buoys different colo:rs?

5.

What sort Of thing's would make zyou say.""Finestkind"?

6.

What are the reasons for throwing back the-notched and
"berried" lobsters.?

7.

Why aren't there millions of lobsters, even though aTemale
lobster may lay millions.of)eggsZ

Show the slides included with the unit and discuss lobstering
with the class.
A.

Visit a lobster bdat, or

B.

Visit aTbE;ster pound (see included list af sug0

C.

Arrange fora lobsterman or pound manager to-visit our class.

d pounds), or

,

Be sure to ask questions of thale resource'pepple c ncerning
,

nd tobstering as a
prices, marketing, laws, overfishrng, and
career;

17
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Laster Pounds (East to West
A..M. Look Canning-Co
Whiting,. Maine (Holme

ra fam Bros. (H. W, look
l'Plort Clyde; Maine

Bay)

"'
Oscar Look
Jondsport,'Maipe

'

"Lefty-lobster"
Bremen, Maine

M6ine Coast Seafood
Spruce Head, Maine

,Arnold Francis

yigeon'Hilr
.Milbridge, Maine

Bristol Lobster Sales
Boothbay, Maine

Creamer's Pound
Sorrento, Maine-

Churchill Lobster Proddets,
52 Browns Wharf, Portland7

Herb Hodgkins'
Tidal Falls
Hancock, Maihe

Bayley's. Urbster Pound
East GrancrAvenue Extension
Pine Point, Maine

Stonington LobSter Co-op
Stonington, Makne

;

Sanders Lastex:Co., Inc;
54 Pray Street

4

Bickford (Baystete)
VinalhaVen, Maine

IV.

Inc.

Portsmouth, N.H..

Arrange for one or two lobsfers to-be donated for class. study.
lobstei.Salad, which should

Crook these and use'the.meat for

.
`feed the entire class.

Put a small

with other shellfish, if. possible,

unt on a cracker.

(

0

114'

4

a

1$

Serve

,

I

.
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,

4.

Have students construct. a lobster buoy from the enclosed cut -out.

V.

..,

4

pattern.

Have each student select his/her'owmcolbr scheme such

that no tow in the clas%Lare alike.

Thll is a problem the fisher

.;

,(These buoys could be used as

men must face in their areas.

Christfts tree ornaments by adding-a yarn loop.)

.

.Make a wall chart with an outline of, a lob.ster buoy for each

VI.

studerh in the class.

Have each student select a color scheme

and paint one ofithe buoys and print hi/her name next to the buoy..
,

VII

-

Make a

ollage of a lobster trap under the water.

onStructi

Use a page of

Paper, toothpicks, clay buoys, string, small drawings

of lobsters (or smaTl plastic lobsters, such as those found on
re

swizzle stitks), tiny dried snails, starfiSh, and sea urchins,
sand and pebbles.

Glue these objects. to the paper and make a

picture showing the lobster's habitat on the 4 bAtom, the lobster,
Neo

the lobster trap made by gluing toothpicks to the paper, and the
pot-warp and buoy.

Your students may wish to include 'a lobster

boat model on the surface of the water.
VIII.

Music often helps

to intro4uce

and reinforce topics studied.

Following is .a simple song by Malvina Reynolds that-you might,
01
Perhaps your music teacher can suggest other appropriate
use.
pieces.

23
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PLACETTO BE
by Malvina Reynolds
0

1.

4

DDDD D C# D E
Everybody has a place_ to go,

/,

F#
E
F# G
Everybody, wants a place to be,

'1/14.P#F#F#F#

A

7

A

A

B
A
G
F#
When birds fly they're swimming in the sky,
D.
C#
C#
.C# DE' C#
D
While fish are swimming-in the sea.

DDDD D
2.

C# D,

E

D

G.

Everybody has a place to go
F#F#F#F# _F#
E
F# G
F#
Everybody wants to be somewhere,
A
A
A.
A.
-B A G, F# E
-A
D
Lobsters-live at the bottom of the sea while
C# B#f C# C# I>
E
C# D
I'm at the bottom oT the air.

(
Our music teacher, Celia Jones, proVided this 'swig

1

25

L.

-

.

IX.

Have` dur class write a parag^raph,,or.paragraphs,_about lobsters
and lobsteri-ng using as mahysof the ?ollowing words

orreCtly.as

they can;

measure
counter
chicken

buoy.
; lobs ter.1.:

trap

pistol
berried
head

lath.

kitchen
warp
delicacy
notched

coastal warden
:Ahvironmept
'16bterman.
license.

bait
shuttle

r

-7

Note that some of the words are used quite differently by lobster.

men then. by people,in everyday conversation.

You might try.awarding

appropriately (5 points,
a certain:number of points per-word used
perhaps).

X.

Have the students complete the following' cross puzzles.
p

4

'is

11

8

12

27

It

27.

AcroSs
A lobs terman knows ,whe re" his
(buoy)

1.

traps are by the color of his

.

.

2.

A lobster is attracted into a trap,when he smells the

3.

A man who catches lobgters is called a

(bait)

.

J
.

(tobsterman).
(wet).

t

4.4

If he had fallien overboard he would have been qutte

5.

Lobs ters

6.

A' lobste-i- has

1 ive

(ocean).

in the

(antennae) which

two

tick out in front of

his he

in a

(ail)

lobster is in its

7.

The most meat

8.

A mother' lobster which is carry -in.g eggs is said to be
(berried). , -'11

..

..

<

When things

are,,A,Or.,
7

(finestkind

a lobsterman sjay
-1.-

Down,'

10; Be-fore cooking -a lobSter, you shoald watch out for tts crusher
(claw).:
11.
4"

.,
(eat).

are considered by most- people.as being.quiter good to

c

(eyes)., whicliThe

/12. On the front of a lobster's head are. two,
-sees wt
-(legs

13. Lobsters and all decapods -haye ten'

(lobster boat)

14-..Most people who catch lobtters have a
to go qut to sea In.

7

,

15

Lobsters are caught in -a.

strap)

,

sometimes called a pot.

a

(all) o

_16. A good lobsterman does not kee
he catches.

17. When coled a lobster is

(red).

14

2.8

the lobsters

Model LobSterboat Hu l I Construct ion

( It is

commended that- the', teach'er perform this construct ion

to show to.t e stdcreritS, or that the teacher ,at least cut thekeel

and frames from the balsa wood for,,student assem131y and planking').

Cut out the inclUded keel and stationsPpatterns. Tape the
two pieces of. the keel together to form one smooth template. Now,
carefully trace the patters on balsa'wood approximately 1/8"

of the-'
thick. Wing an X-acto.type,knife, carefully Cut out eachout;
and

sections and the keel. Number each section as you cut it
draw the waterline (LWL)on each section using a straightedge.

the waterline on the keel as it is draWn on the, pattern.
Mark the station positions and numbers as they appear on the keel
pattet!'n- onto- the new balsa keel.

,Draw

Next, cut a notch the thickneSs of the bali6 woodin each of
the sections from the bottom center up to the waterline. Note
that section 0 has no waterline on it, -since when the hull is
afloat, that section should. just touch the water. Cut a notch in
section 0.about 1" deep and a similar depth notch, in the'keel at
station 0. ...Fnsure that the tip of section 06 just touches- the
waterline on/the keel..
-

At each of the other stations on the keel; Out a notch the
thickness of the balsa down from the top Y3f .khe keel to thewaterNotice that there is no station 'I totcorrespond, to
.
in.e
..section T; that is-so since T is the transon. Using white 11.ue,
g,lue it t9 the after end of.the keel with the section bottom flush
,with the boltoni of. the keel section which is above the propedlor
cut-out. Insure -that the waterline on the transom interstets the
waterl ine on the keel'.
Now, apply white glue `liberally to he notches in each section
arid to the notches in the-keel and put the sections into the keel
Be sure ;to keep the sections perpendicular to the. keel as the glue
sets. Make sure that the .waterline on each section intersects.., the
waterline on the keel as yoU put them together.. Set this "back-

Irne" and "ribs" aside to dry.

This Frocess you have just gone through is not dissimilar to
which boatbui lders actually cons truct framed:boats.
the manner
Of course, theii r sections are hollow ribs rather than our solid
sections , and. their keel is not nearly as deep as ours inside. the

boat, but' the technique is similar.

.

When your frame has dried, the hull is ready to be;)Planked. '
You, 'or 'your 'std.:lents, can see the shape of ia real lobster'boat

rame. S trips of -mas.l.O ng tam, or paper.
plank"
your hull Turn it keel up .and apt:4y
mache ,Can be used to
e
the planking.

hull by cover,ing;

.

.

,

The 4611 you have_just completed will show your studAnts the
shape of the hull.of many of t6day's active lobster boats. This
DApeast 40, whose lines and profile are
model is actuallyy of the
included in you unit courtesy of Webbers Cove Boat Yard, Inc.,
in East Blue Hill, Mdine,
You'll notice that your sections have the shapes of the halfsections drawn in the body view in the middle of the lines drawing
page, and that the profile of your keel comes fromuthe profile
Planking/iour hull will show the
drawing at the top of the page.
various contours depicted in the half-breadth drawing at the
bottom of the lines drawing.
Try making a balsa cradle to display
from the ceiling.

hull, or pang it

,;

, iw

.:r'
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DOWN EAST 40

.
39'.11"

L. O. A.

37.11"

D. W. I,.

Beam
Draft

"SEDAN CRUISER"
WEBBEBS COVE BOAT YARD INC.

141"

4'4"

Scale; 3Ir

EAST.BLUE 1111.1., MAINE 348i29
207-374.2841
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IHLOBSTER BOAT"
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Draft' -

Scale: It

WEBBERS COVE BOATYARD INC.
EAST BLUE HILL, MAINE 04629
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XI I.

,

Establish an aquarium with crayfish in it so the class may observe
the external anatomy-and behavior of a decapod very similar to the

lobster.

Try the activities described.

ome of you-may find
area.

t a line TObster is unattainable in your

A crayfish is the common freshwater crustacean 2e.us in of the

American lobster.

to the crustaceans.

It is ..
one of the 25,000 other spies which belong
If you live by a pond or stream you, may.find an

abundarri supply 6f them..

These organisms are primarily nocturnal in

their feeding and. may be observed close 'to shore in the-early evening

.

,hours if one were to look using a flashlit.

.

Many times divers who"'

might dive in the, local lakes and ponds have observed their behavior
and have picked them up quite readily.- PerhaPs- you, know of a diver
who would be willing to colleCt them fo ou. The crayfish could also
be taken with a trap which may be an, intert-s-ting project for the class.

It is constructed as follows: A rectangular box of any convenient
size, 16 X 24 inches for example, is built of 1/1+ inch mesh galvanized
removable funnel should-be made on ine end of the trap..
screen wire.:
This is cohstructed of the same material and should extend about half,

into the trap, and have a flattened opening -about I+ inches wide
1

1/2 inches deep.

to .build One,

The trap

A minnow trap can. be used too, if you, elect

This:-can be purchased in a sporting goods store:

should be set in snal_lOw water along a sloping bank

and buried partly with mud or sand:- The opening should .face' .the Shore

line with the botfom of the funnel even with the bottom of the stream
or pond. ,Some of the trap will project out into the deeper water.
Any type of dead fish or raw meat will attract the crayfish. Secure

46

this. bait' to the-bottom of the tirap with some flexible wire' or string.
A

91.

This 'trapHshouldbe set in late afternoo

Or early evening and qeft

.

'overnight.

If

mere

are any crayfish

n the pond,

the trap should

ure an abundance -of them:
,

Perhaps-you may not want to dO this part of the activity.
.Another option is to order these creatufes-from a biological supply
4

hotise-:

TheY-IrlaY Olipurchased living and theolostAep4;)11:-:their'
.

1

:size:' Small to-medium crayfish are cheaper and easier to keep:

They

sell from around $5'.00 to:.$7..00.for six. to $8.00to $10.00 /dozen. Tbis

I

includes shipping.

r

Some companies even have overnight delivery.

ConnecOcut Valley Biological Supply Co., Inc.
Valley Road,.P.O. Bbx 326
.South Hampton, Mass. 01073
Telephone Area Code 413-527-4030,
Carolina Biological Supply Co.
Burlington, North Carolina
Order b Phone: Told Free 800-334-5551
CENCO - 160 Washington Street
Somerville, Mass. 02143
Telephone: Prospect,6-1800 Area Code: 617
Turtox/Cambosco
MacMillan Science.to:
8200 South Hoynelkvenue
Chicago, Illinois 60620
'CalT`tb,11 Free: _800-621-8980
.

.

Wards Natural 'Scientifit E

blishment, Inc.

Box i712.

Rochester, New York .14'603
is a. good idea to plan for this .activity several weeks in advance

to allow set up timedui take care of the crayfish.

Reprinted with slight changes from Science 55 :- 677,'1922, by
E. C:.01Roke, University of Michigah.

To start with, a 10 gallon aquarium is of sufficient size to.
hold 6-12 crayfish.

water

First collect fresh, clean pond, stream, or lake
*

in

When you collect make sure you keep mud

covered Containers.

;and other sedimentS out of the containers.

Pond water will keep far an

indefinite period of time and will be a source throughout the time you
ep the crayfish.

If there is no easy access to this type of water,

may .use ordinary tap water.

thOugh, by taking.

You must age this

an air pump (available from pet shop) and. an. air stone (bubbler) and.
allowing the water in the -dontainers to stand "overnight or for several
days.

This gives sufficient time for the chlorine to escape fr..1 the.

water and not .harm our friends.

The oext_step is. to set up the aquariums

(see the,diagram for

You can collect the suggested materials from your local pet

details)

shop dealer or order them from one of the biological supply houses
If you cannot obtain all the materials, you may have to, improvise.

Begin by washing the coarse angular graver to remove all dust

and dirt;
soda.

Clean all equipment including, the aquarium itself with baking

Never use a detergent, ltet up the tank as pictured in the
-

-

A plastic cover ts.suggestecr to ,help keep evaporation down

diagram.

.

-

'and' to keep bu.t.''things that do nOt belong- in the aquarium.

bought and cut to size from 'a local glass dealer.

This cari be
I

The same can be

done for a divider if' they are not available at the pet store. Place

the aquarium in a naturally well lighted area but never in' direct
sunlight.

After setting the aquarium api pour the angular gravel over the
filter bed._ ThiS should be level .and about 2" deep.

Then :place a

).

small distr:or plate.on.one side

of

.the aquarium and slowly 0Our the

The water should come

water into this to avoid disturbing the gravel.
up to about'-1" from the top of the aquariuM.,

fluTimall your equipment.and check all your connections:
set-up should be left operating several days so you
temperature (should be kept at 60°F)'and clarity.

one little fish or any freshwater animal to it

The

moelor the

You may then add
This is to allbw the

bed.
necessary helpful bacteria to become established on-your filter

Bacteria help break down any bad chemicals like ammon'

from animal

Mese chemicals would eventually cause harm to-your crayfish

wastes.

Allow at least two weeks time after..

if you added them'tocrearly.

adding .one Orgenism'before you order:your.CraYfish..
them
:41hen -you bbteinyour
crayfish, clean them off by,rinSing
,

.

separately-in a iicket of water before adding them to the aquarium.

with their
Give.'.the crayfish a couple of days to familiarize themselves
new 'lane-before feeding them.
The crayfish may be fed. dried dog food which has been broken

up slightly, or raw,hamburger.
4 -in halls.

The tize_of the food should be around

It is best to feed them on a regular time basis like in

the morning on Tuesdays and Fridays.
weekend.

This will carry them through the

They do not need feeding every day!

Leave the food until

they., finish eating most of.it -, one day is sufficient.

Remove any.

willcOntaminate the
floating food or uneaten. food after thit or it
Water, You may even feed them separately from the aquarium.
watch;
be an enjoyable activity for your students to
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This can

Grades 4-6

Observations

How do crayfish react when they are hungry?

(Drop a little

fOod in front of them4 Do not disturb them as they eat ) ust observe them.

How do they use their claws and mouth parts when they

2.

Are they right handed or left handed?

,Aretheyvery defensive when they eat?

-like a dog with ,a

new boneY
lfone piece of food is dropped:around.several
which one eats first ?.

Locomotion and. Navigation

Grades 4-6

Crayfish have two types of movement.

1.

ery- well? ,What legi do they use? =

2.

an crayfish cli

3.

hen are they most active?
.

4.

What are

(morning, late

-ftermion,'when
-

th y are hungry?)
fed,- wash off...a few
On a day when'crayfish are not being

6

small rocks ,and set' up an. Obstadle course in the aquarium..

them?
How do crayfiSh get-around them? 'Do they climb over
.5.

On a feeding day, place a small plastic (cleaned) ladder
against the wall of the aquarium.
around this.

do the. crayfish

Place-some food at the top of the ladder.

Will the crayfish climb the ladder?

Which legs do they. use?

Do they use their antennae?
side of the.
ln a .darkened room, plate-a flashlight on one
.

aqUarfum.

Are they

it.tracted to the light?

ACTIVITY -C

Handling the Crayfish
- A large fish net should be 'used to pick up theCerayfisb from

the aquarium when.first handling them.

This avoids introducing

contaminants from your hands and' also, protects your friends from

/ injury.
an inch

Have a white enameled; or drawer divider, tray with about

of

water in it.

You may want to slant them sl ghtly.

-The crayfish will walk up the bottom of the pan:

When you pick

up the crayfish (with washed hands), approach them from the rear.'

behind their Claws and pick them up by-.their backs.
firmly.

Crayfish, do not bite.

poisonous.

They do noKting.

entlely bUt

They are not-

Thai,. only pinch with their two large:,Ciaws.

,

.walking legs-will not harm yeru.

The small

Crayfish are very active and move

quickly - they are 'a lot of/fun.

Out of Water Activities.

-Be sure not to leave our friends out of water, too . long

Five minUtes

-

at the most

once a' day would not be too much.

ACTIVITY D
Math Activity

Grades 4-6
legs do they have?

1.

How

2.

HoW many antenna? p

Are they. paixed?

Are 'there any exceptions to -these numbers?
4.

If yogi have access to balances, you may want, to keep a
record .of their weights.

This is a good metric exercise.

Record their weights in grams and keep a daily

resp41(1

posted next toithe aquarium.

Do the crayfish. gain'-

weight? You may want to carry this: one step further

identify which ones gain or lose weight., This means you...
have to label. them.

will1

.

Measure their claws, back, abdomen, etc": i

millImeters

ACTIVUTY E

Labeling

Handle the crayfish carefully. After removi g.from the
aquarium, wipe "off the crayfish-With a soft. tciel.. Also arse the,-.
.

_

towel to cover- ihe ajaws and head.

t

Then 'mar-\

polish. 'They may \be numbered on their backs.

4

them with white nail

it is too difficult

to write names with the' brush slp,stick to a number system.
ACTIVITY F'

Creative Writing
.Objective:- To, haVe the Pupil' look moeeeclosely.at the life o
c-

the crayfish in..the aquai-ium and-to have them -pelt themselves
another' animals place.

You may add some; interest by placing, a

cleaned bird cage.mirror

e of plastic,, not metal-Y..in-front of

one of the crayfish' and testing its reactiops.

Materials:

paper, penc

Procedure:

Give the .p

s a list of topics related to

the

crayfish's life and discuss these topics to stimulate their
imaginations.

if

I were a crayfish in the

Why I like my new home .
'"\
.
.How

1.

makemy,shelteil.:

.

WhatCdo

I

look

like in the mirror?.c..

My. eyes are very different% fro

other

.

ff ee

a-nimas
ys....
:-..

v.-

Where I used to live

Who

.

are my friends

.

.

.

-.4.
--

.

. $,
,

:The strange things _that observe me in illy new home.',.

8.

.

.

of eao:11-:
These questions can be reworded to sOrt the .vocabularyt t.

group.

After writing .thei r stories, have the

pupils

luStrate

There are many, activities that could' be .,,cantered around the cray-,

;fish' and' its

You may fwantc,to- separate the male fro, ,the'

They can be sexed like a lobster. -The

-females.
.

1-ifeficya le.

.

.

are elongated

in

first

--

pair of-swimmerets'
If the crayfish

the male And shorter in the-female.-

reproduce the femaleyi ll become berriad"r(carrieng eggs) around.
February or March.

The young will hatch out after about:'a month

the female's tail.. After leaving the tali 'they
or tney.wi 11- be -c-annabaTized.

them.

have to by:separated

'Have the studeRts dectise a way to ratse

1.

Another critical time is in the spring.
molting.

will

n

The crayfish undergo

The pupils may watch this process and want to report on it.

The crayfish is very-weak after- this and may be eaten by the
-one

' Remove 'any others but do n;St disturb the newly, molted

shell is very soft.

as its

(It will harden in about two weeks..)

?heir life cycles are very similar to Are lobster.

You may substi-

the lobster
tute the anatomy and many of the actisrities in the, unit on
for ,the crayfish:.

Youwili quickly find that the aquarium and

crayfiSh will be a center of attraction in your classroom.

the"

A

A "I

7t;'

Have ,fun!
o

.t.,"

7..

ti

.

Spot le, S. H.

Closed Systems.
Spotle, ,S. H. Marine
Art..

Invertebrate Culture: Water Management
New York Wiley, 1970..145' pp.

Fish and

in

.

AquartuiniKerping

-

The Science,

New-YorkzJonn Wiley & Sons, 1973. 17i pp.

Animals,

and

9. zotuitpesz..

%3 rri-1

-fp p

M-1 sio.ms

Prepare overhekds, or handouts, 'from the lobster deagrams which
follow. -(You'll notice these same external features on your
-crayfish:)

Explain theA functions of the various parts, and

point them out ori your-6reyfish, if you have set kip. the aquarium.

A copy of the dorsal view of the lobster is left with the parts
so that you may use it for a studeAt exercise:
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XIV.

Have the students solve the followingproblems.

Similar problems

can be designed around the mark-ups on lobsters'from lobsterMan
to pound. to consumer, or restaurant.
1.

2.

Paint for the lobsterman's boat costs $25.00 per gallon, and
three gallons are needed to paint his boat. How much will
the paint cost him?
If a lobsterman spends
his boats, $538.50 'for
$1106.00 for new traps,
new slickers, how much
the lobstering season?

r paint and hull repairs4On
$257.34
overhaul
and a new propellor,
an engi
$428..16 for new warp, and $50.00 for
money has he spent setting ready'for,

If the lobsterman sets out 270 traps and catches:one one
pound lobster in one third of the traps each day, how many
pounds of lobster does he. catch each day?_ (Of course, we
know that some days-he catches more and.some days-less.)
If the lobsterman gets paid $1.90 a pound for his lobsters,
how much money does-he receive on a. day like-the one in
for,
question 3? (We know that sometimes he gets' paid more
less.)
his lobsters and sometimes he'gets paid
If fuel to run his boat costs $11.00 a day; and he must pay
does he have
a helper (sternman). $20.00 a day, how much money
left?
6.

7.

At this rate, how many days must he mark 'just to pay the'
total bills in problem 1?
If the lobsterman received the following amounts for.the,six
days of one 'week for the lobsters he caught, how much money
did he take in that week?
$167.50
132.45
79.80
180.32
100.49

:98.76

.,

If the:JobsterMan's expensesfor each ofthe:tame days.were
as.:f011ow.S.; how much money did he spend during the.week?

$3100
52.60
33.45.
'31.00

.48.90
100.50
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9.

tO:

How-much profit
week?

did

the lobsterinln have left atthe end of t
x.

If the lObstermah.can make xf at amount for-26 weeks of the year,
how muc.h.money would he'eafn for the year?*
,
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